Can PRINCE2® be Agile?
PRINCE2 and PRINCE2 Agile®: which of these two
popular project management approaches is right for
your project? Or should you blend the traditional with
the agile mindset and use them together? Let’s take a
look at the top 7 strengths, differences and synergies.

Management
stages

Focus
on products

Based on the idea of
control points and
reviews, including
review of business
justification.

Projects are about
creating ‘things’ – the
pivotal focus is on these
products (tangible
or intangible)
throughout the life
of the project.

Management
by exception

This relates to the use of
tolerances (delegated authority
limits) around time, cost, scope,
benefits, risk and quality.

Governance and direction
with representation from
the business, users and
suppliers.

Continued
business
justification

A generic feature of on-time
delivery, a timebox is a
period of time at the end of
which an objective has been
met. It could be structured,
or free-form (e.g.
Scrum sprint).
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In effect, independent (of
the project manager) health
checks of the project, focusing
on guidance rather than just
auditing.
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Agile
principles

Focusing on
customer need,
continuous delivery,
responsiveness, delivery
of value, self-organisation,
collaboration, communication,
continuous excellence
and reflection.
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Understanding the
relative importance is vital in
terms of progress and keeping
to deadlines. MoSCoW (must
have, should have, could
have, won’t have this
time) is a key
technique.

Fixed
time, cost
and quality /
variable is features
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strengths
of Agile
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Priorisation

Project
assurance

strengths of
PRINCE2

The business case drives the
project. If the project is no
longer viable, desirable
or achievable it
should be
stopped.

Timeboxing
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Project board
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Work
packages

This concept
separates project
management from project
delivery and is a key
linkage when integrating
PRINCE2 and Agile.
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Incremental
delivery

Facilitated
management
style

This means that an Agile project
will always deliver a viable
solution – a minimum sub-set
of features is guaranteed to be
delivered on time and budget.

Iterative development

The value add is to converge on
a more accurate solution by
communicating and checking
the current level of
understanding.

Partial deliveries of the
final product are made
as early as possible if they
are a benefit to the business –
encouraging feedback, early
ROI and a ‘better’ final
product.

Agile is about
empowering the
team – the project
manager needs to
facilitate as opposed to
‘command and control’.

PRINCE2 and
Agile differences
The significant difference between PRINCE2 and agile approaches
can be summarised as: PRINCE2 focuses on project direction and
project management. Agile has a strong focus on product delivery
but relatively little on project direction and project management.
When blended they offer the potential for a more holistic approach,
covering the management and delivery of a project with the option
to execute using agile techniques.
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Team
structures
for product
delivery

Integrating
Agile’s solution
development
team enables
projects to be
run in a more
agile way.

PRINCE2
Agile synergies
1
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Alignment of
decision-making roles
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Executive = Business Sponsor,
Senior User = Business
Visionary, Senior Supplier =
Technical Co-ordinator

Apply facilitation

Facilitated workshops
are a powerful tool that
can be used throughout
the project lifecycle
– including planning,
design, quality reviews,
project reviews to
lessons learned.
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Apply
MoSCoW

By prioritising
needs, focus
is maintained
on what really
is important to
the business.
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Introduce iteration
The approach moves
from the traditional
predictive culture to
a convergent one.
Iteration promotes
investigation and
clarification.

Scope tolerance

As opposed to standard
PRINCE2 cost, time and
quality tolerance, Agile is
being responsive to the
features being delivered.

Timebox

The PRINCE2 process of managing
product delivery and the use of work
packages synergises with the Agile
timeboxing/sprint technique.
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